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Meeting venue – reading hall of scientific library,
56 Ruska Street, building №2, 3rd floor

May 1, Tuesday – arrival of participants
May 2, Wednesday

9:00 – 10:00 Registration
10:00 – 10:30 Excursion to the museum of Ivan Pul’uj at TNTU
10:30 – 11:20 Opening of the conference
Welcome reception
P. Yasniy
Rector of Ternopil Ivan Pul’uj National Technical University

Mr Bharat Singh Bisht
Second Secretary of Embassy of India in Ukraine
Inaugural Speech

Krupa L.
Deputy Head of Ternopil Regional Council

Bytsiyra L.
Ternopil Deputy Head

11:20-13:30 Plenary meeting I. Moderator: Kovalyuk B.

11:20-11:50 Shapovalova O.
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND THE PROBLEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS INTERNATIONALIZATION IN UKRAINE

11:50-12:20 Vagina T., Sapon V., Havrylenko Yu., Bakhlukova A.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DOCUMENTS OF THE PREVIOUS EDUCATION AS THE FACTOR OF PROVIDING THE QUALITATIVE SELECTION OF FOREIGN STUDENTS

12:20-12:40 Tadeusz Łagoda, Anna Pieloch
Opole University of Technolog
"MOŻLIWE KIERUNKI WSPÓŁPRACY W RAMACH PROJEKTÓW NAUKOWYCH POLSKA-UKRAINA."
Shakhzad Nadzan
PECULIARITIES OF ENROLLMENT OF THE TEACHING PROCESS AND ITS ORGANIZATION FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS - INDIA

Vitenko T.
CREATION OF THE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE YOUTH INNOVATION ENTERPRISE SUPPORT ON THE BASIS OF FABELAB (FABELAB TNTU LABORATORY)

Visit to FABELAB laboratory

Coffee break

Plenary meeting II. Moderator: Shapovalova O.

PECULIARITIES OF ENROLLMENT AND TEACHING OF FOREIGN STUDENTS IN TERNOPIL IVAN PULUJ NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

INNOVATION APPROACHES TO TEACHING UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE AS FOREIGN ONE DUE TO THE INTERNET-TECHNOLOGIES

CONCERT PERFORMED BY INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OF TERNOPIL IVAN PULUJ NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

Dinner

Excursion to “Mlynky” cave
May 3, Thursday

10:00 – 12:00  **Section sessions.** Moderator: T. Vitenko

**Verbytska A.V.**
THE STRATEGIES OF HIGHER EDUCATION INTERNATIONALIZATION IN THE CONTEXT OF PROVIDING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL MODEL

**Kruhlenko Lyudmyla, Poliakovska Olha**
INCREASING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF UKRAINIAN UNIVERSITIES IN CONDITIONS OF MODERN EDUCATIONAL MARKET

**Kulchytskyy V., Sopiga M., Mashtalir A.**
IMPORTANT PROBLEM OF HUMAN SCIENCES TEACHING FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ІНОЗЕМНИМ СТУДЕНТАМ

**Prisovska H.**
PROGRAM OF ACADEMIC MOBILITY ERAZMUS+ FOR TEACHERS AS AN ELEMENT FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION INTERNATIONALIZATION IN UKRAINE (FROM WORK EXPERIENCE).

**Shvets H.**
MODEL TEXTS IN TEACHING UKRAINIAN AS FOREIGN LANGUAGE

**Shevchenko M.**
FORMATION OF AUDITIVE COMPETENCE IN THE SYSTEM OF TEACHING UKRAINIAN AS FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING

**Ivlieva S.**
FORMATION OF INTERETHICAL RESPECT OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (ON EXAMPLE OF THE PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AT ODESSA I. MECHNIKOV NATIONAL UNIVERSITY)

**Pikalova A., Babiak Zh.**
THE PROBLEMS OF EDUCATIONAL FIELD IN CONGO DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC UNDER ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CRISES

**Dzendziura N., Verney O.**
ADAPTATION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS IN UKRAINE HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (FROM WORK EXPERIENCE)

12:00 – 12:20  Coffee break

12:20 – 16:30  **Section session.** Moderator: Onyshchenko H.

**Horpinich T.**
PECULIARITIES OF ORGANIZATIONAL WORK WITH INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS IN THE USA UNIVERSITIES

**Skorenkiy Yu.**
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPEN EDUCATION PRINCIPLES IN THE PHYSICS COURSE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

**Zakharkiv I.**
SONG AS A METHOD OF LEARNING UKRAINIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Vakulenko O.
SOME TERMINOLOGICAL ASPECTS WHILE ADAPTING LECTURE TRANSLATION ON ENGINEERING SUBJECTS.

Vasetksa L., Kuzheliava L.
FROM THE EXPERIENCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF COUNTRY STUDIES MANUAL FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OF PRE-HIGHER EDUCATIONAL STAGE OF EDUCATION

Sorokina M.
THE ROLE OF EXERCISES ON MOBILE DEVICES IN LEARNING RUSSIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE.

Hahaliuk A.
PECULIARITIES OF “CAD FOUNDATIONS” COURSE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Haiduk L., Dochynets D., Davydova I.
ON THE QUESTION OF SCIENTIFIC SPEAKING STYLE TEACHING

Hashchyn N., Baran I., Semenyshyn H.
CHARACTERISTICS OF “ALGORITHMIZATION AND PROGRAMMING” COURSE TEACHING FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Danylchenko L., Radyk D.
CERTAIN PEDAGOGOCAL ASPECTS OF ACADEMIC ADAPTATION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FOR LEARNING AT UKRAINIAN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

17:00-19:00 Cultural program. Excursion. (Zolochiv castle).
4 травня, п’ятниця

10:00 – 13:00  **Section session.** Moderator: Skorenkiy Yu.

**Bulhar V., Kolesnichenko Ye., Kliopova I.** CREATION OF INFORMATION-EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT IN THE SYSTEM OF LANGUAGE AND SUBJECT TRAINING OF INTERNATIONAL CITIZENS ON THE PREPARATORY EDUCATIONAL STAGE

**Kovaliova V., Chumakova O.**
MODERN LANGUAGE TRAINING COMPLEX AS THE BASIS OF EDUCATIONAL PROCESS INTENSIFICATION

**Molchanova I., Boiko L. I.**
ORGANIZATION-EDUCATIONAL EVENTS FOR SOCIAL ADAPTATION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ON PRE-UNIVERSITY COURSES

**Nazarko I.**
THE USE OF DISTANCE LEARNING WHILE TEACHING INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CHEMISTRY AT THE PRE-UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT

**Matveieva N., Saveliev N. H.**
SOCIAL-CULTURAL ADAPTATION PROGRAM FOR INTERNATIONAL CITIZENS TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MODERN REALITIES OF EDUCATIONAL PROCESS CREATION AT PRE-UNIVERSITY LANGUAGE TRAINING PROCESS.

**Skliarov R.**
CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF “INTELLECTUAL OWNERSHIP” COURSE TEACHING FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

**Sitkar O.**
ORGANIZATION OF PRACTICAL CLASSES ON “PHYSICS” COURSE AT PRE-UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT FOR FOREIGN CITIZENS

11:00-12:00 Round-table discussion with the University authorities, Center for International Education and contractors (room 2-79)

13.00-15.00 Summing-up and determination of further priorities. Conference decision-making.

**Conference closing.**